AK 075 WASH FOR NATO TANKS

The perfect wash for modern vehicles painted in the three-tone NATO camouflage. But other it’s useful to on other multi camouflaged vehicles. Shake well be-
fore use and it’s ready to be directly applied to your model to create depth and shadows around details. This is an enamel product can be thinned with our white spirit or ODORLESS TURPEN-
TINE. It’s recommended to use this pro-
duct on models that have been painted or varnished with acrylic paints.

We start by preparing the surface with base colours.

Now we apply the wash selectively to enhance the colors and give it more volume.

Let the product flow by capillary force around edges and into crevices to create shadows.

Once dry you can remove the excess to achieve the best result.

Observe the result over several different models.